Let S(t) be a nonlinear semigroup, on Banach space X, generated by an accretive set A. The set of x in X such that t -S(t)x AMS (MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 34G05; Secondary 47H15.
That is Se QJJD) [4] . For 0 < a < 1 define K < -such that \\Sit)x -Sis)x\\ < K\t -s|CT for 0<s,t<T.
It is the purpose of this paper to characterise D by the behaviour of the infinitesimal generator of S. exists for x e D, and moreover S e Q JX>).
Let (x, x*) denote the value of x* £ X* at x e X, and F(x) = ix* e X*; Corollary. // pit) = iel -l)/t it > 0), pit) = 1 it < 0), co+ = max|a, 0j and Ata < 1 then (2.6) ||x -Sit)x\\ < [2 + (1 + Xcof)piojt)t/X]\\x -]xx\\, (2.7) (l-A<u+)||x-/Ax|| <(AA)||*-S(t)x|| + i2 -Xco^r1 f'jx -Sir)x\\ dr.
In particular if co = 0 (2.8) -\\x -S(t)x\\ < \\x -]tx\\ < \\x -Sit)x\\ + 1 fc \\x -Sir)x\\ dr.
Remark 1. The first inequality in (2.8) was announced by D. Brezis [2] for the case X is a Hilbert space. The general case has the following simple proof, for which we thank the referee:
||x -S(t)x\\ < ||x -]tx\\ + \\jtx -S(t)]tx\\ + \\S(t)fx -Sit)x\\ <2\\x-fx\\ + \\fx-Sit)fx\\, Remark 2. Our method can easily be used to improve estimates (2.1).
In (2.4), (2.5) set A= at, take the limit as before and then minimize with respect to a> 0. This gives (2.9) y(o)\Sx\a < \Ax\a< L(l + a)1" ayi.a)Y l\Sx\a where y(a) = o^iViil -a)) (a < l), y(l) = 1, which is best possible at ff = 
